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Sorry! Something went wrong Is your network connection unstable or your browser expired? IRRESISTIBLE DRAW A day trip to yosemite valley brings surprise and glacial polished granite. Photo: Ron Erskine For two reasons. First of all, what a great name! Who wouldn't want to go to a place where the devil throws a party? Secondly, I was surprised that I had never heard of a place near yosemite valley with such a fascinating name. The bet was irresistible. Devil's Dance Floor is accessible in several ways, and the short and easy route won. From the beginning of Crane Flat's Tioga Road, we drove 3-1/2
miles to Old Big Oak Flat Road, which leads to Tamarack Campsite. The gate was closed for the season so what would have been a three-mile drive to the campsite in the summer, instead adding three miles to our walk. But what a great walk! Along the paved road, there was nothing but loneliness and silence that descended gently through a large ponderosa and an open forest of sugar-plated meadows. From the campsite we turned to the forest and took a flat cross-country course in the south. Like giant stairs, successive round hills lifted us higher, each step with barer granite and fewer trees. Glaciers
have cared for most of the world's mountain ranges, but huge stretches of glacial polished granite are characteristic of the Sierra. When we climbed to the top of the last and highest hill, we saw the perfect example. The devil's dance must be wild events because his dance floor is huge. We crossed acres of bare granite, dotted sparsely, and vibrating pine trees squeeze their livelihoods out of the narrow cracks in the rock. On the edge of the dance floor, a granite dome plunged toward distant view. Just below us is a forest of black tree buds, remnants of the 2009 Big Meadow Fire stretching across Big Oak
Flat Road toward the community of Foresta. The valley falls and landmarks were around the bend and out of sight, but behind and above the southern edge of the valley we recognized the main peaks of yosemite's outback. Visibility was so clear that we saw Pacheco Peak in the coastal area, a three-hour drive away. Devil's Dance Floor offers a taste of the high ground of the Alps at a modest height (2,836 feet). In winter, Tioga Road is closed at Crane Flat, making it a long off-road adventure on the dance floor, but in summer, when the road to Tamarack Campsite is open, it is an easy mile away. A visit to
a special place in Yosemite usually means you have a lot of company. Devil's Dance Floor hits an unusually sweet spot: beautiful place, great views, easy to achieve and lightly visited. His breathing began to speak as he stood before me the color of his eyes crushed under his wave Like a ship, I couldn't make it. rantaansa. rantaansa. On the devil's dance floor swing a little more, a little more than a cheerful swing a little more, a little more next to me Swing a little more, a little more than a cheerful swing a little more, on the devil's dance floor, pressed against his face I felt his insecurity, his mother had been a
drunk and his father was shady, but nothing ever came of a life that was Simple, so pull yourself together as a girl and have a little fun. , a little more than a cheerful swing a little more, a little more next to me Swing a little more, a little more o'o swing a little bit more, devil's dance floor swing a little more, Devil's dance floor Well swing a little more, slightly more than cheerful swing a little more, a little more next to me Swing a little more, a little more than a cheerful swing a little more, on the devil's dance floor The apple is now sweeter Oh much sweeter than it should be Another little bite I don't think I have
much hope Sweat under his forehead Passes all the way Head south This bleeding heart cries Because there's no way to well swing a little more , a little more than a cheerful swing a little more, a little more next to me Swing a little more, a little more than a cheerful-o Swing a little more, on the devil's dance floor Well swing a little more, a little more than a cheerful swing a little more , a little more next to me Swing a little more, a little more, a little more than a cheerful swing a little more, devil's dance floor swing a little more, Devil's Dance Floor Swing a little more, Devil's Dance Floor Can't Play devil's dance
floor? Improve your playing via easy step-by-step video lessons!
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